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as the five senses it possesses also four ' untuhkuruns * or
inner powers,—those of instinctive desire, perception, reflec-
tion, and self-perception or egotism ' uhunkar' The * sook-
shtim' body possesses the five senses, and the four ' untuhku-
runs.' In the * karun ' there are three ' goons ' or qualities—
* rajus,' ' tamus,' and ' satwa '—which find their highest
developments in the natures of BrumM, Shiva, and Vishnoo
The soul which has attained to separation from these three
bodies reaches the state of the Mookt*•
1 [According to Krishna in the Gfita, Bk. siv —
' Saltvan, Rajas and Tamos so are named
The Qualities of Nature, " soothfastness,"
" Passion " and " Ignorance "    These three bind down
The changeless spmfc in the changeful flesh
When, watching life, the living man perceives
The only actors are the Qualities,
And knows what rules beyond the Qualities
Then is he come nigh unto me '
The Soul,
Thus passing forth from the Three Qualities—
Whereby arise all bodies—overcomes
Birth, Death, Sorrow, and Age, and dnnketh deep
The undying wine of Amnt'
The Samkhya system, 'conceives the Material Pirst Cause, itself
unintelligent, to have become developed, by a gradual process of evolu-
tion, into all the actual forms of the phenomenal Universe, except
the souls Its first emanation is buddhi, intelligence, whence springs
ahamkara, consciousness (or ' conscious mind matter,' Davies), thence
the subtle elements of material forms, viz. five elementary particles
(tanmatra) and eleven organs of sense, and finally, from the elementary
particles, five elements The souls have from all eternity been connected
with Nature—having in the first place become invested with a subtle
frame (linga—or sukshma-Aarira), consisting of seventeen principles,
viz intelligence, consciousness, elementary particles, and organs of
sense and action, including mind. To account for the spontaneous
development of matter, the system assumes the latter to consist of three
constituents (guna), which, are possessed of different qualities, viz
sattva, of pleasing qualities, such as ' goodness', lightness, luminosity,
rajaa, of pain giving qualities, such as ' gloom', passion, activity,
and ' tctmoa', of deadening qualities, such as darkness, rigidity, dulness
which, if not in a state of equipoise, cause unrest and development
Through all this course of development, the soul itself remains perfectly
indifferent, its sole properties being those of purity and intelligence,
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